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C H R I S T O P H E R  H U B B A R D
P r i n c i p a l ,  C re a t i v e  D i r e c t o r

Providing an intimate design experience clients genuinely admire, 
Christopher Hubbard has established an astounding in-house design 
sequence based on his expansive 25-year career in design. Sought 
after for his expertly-tai lored collections, Christopher dil igently brought 
his vision for t imeless texti les and bespoke furniture to l i fe.
 
In 2015, Christopher began Hubbard Design Group, a comprehensive 
design studio offering a ful l spectrum of in-house design services. 
Uti l izing his design degree, Christopher crafted a made-to-order, 
bespoke collection of furniture for the industry and his insightful 
cl ientele. Two years later when he began offering his curated collection 
of texti les to designers, Christopher’s business expanded rapidly. 
Traveling door-to-door with his innovative collections, he cemented 
his reputation for the sales experience his customers cherished along 
the way. Today, Hubbard Design Group’s collections are represented 
through luxury designer showrooms and a professional trade network 
located throughout North America.

With a mission to give its nationwide client-base high-design without 
compromise, Hubbard Design Group combines timeless design with the 
utmost attention to detail, leaving each project exceedingly examined 
for exceptional quality. Catering to cl ients’ deepest passions and 
desires, Hubbard Design Group provides an equal contribution of high-
quality luxury goods and superior customer service with eff iciency at its 
forefront. Offering a special ized assortment of outstanding services, 
Hubbard Design Group is a beacon of the Chicago design landscape.



GRANDE LOUNGE
A sister to the Grande sofa, the 
Grande Lounge showcases 
beautiful welt detailing and 
octagonal-shaped legs consistent 
throughout the Grande collection. 
With a down feather fill throughout, 
the Grande offers a high level of 
formal elegance true to its name.



G U L L

Playing on the idea of negative 
space, the Gull provides a posh 
ambiance and pleasurable dining 
experience. With taut upholstery 
and the option for an oak or walnut 
frame, the lofty curves of the Gull 
dining chair intrigue and assure 
relaxation.



C A M B R E
With a low-floating, curvaceous 
silhouette, the Cambre sofa draws 
influence from early mod-motifs. 
A rounded back provides plenty 
of space for flowing conversation, 
making the Cambre a favorable 
piece for exuberant entertaining.



A L L O  B E N C H
Floating over legs of luminous acrylic 
and robust wood, the lavish Allo 
Bench shines in the Hubbard Design 
collection. With its grand scale and 
slim proportions, the Allo Bench is 
absolutely adaptable and provides 
room for plenty of seating.



B Á YA
Show-stopping in size and stature, 
the Báya dining table takes center 
stage. Its brass beveled legs and 
smooth wood surface make it the 
superb choice for all lavish 
gatherings.



C L A R A
Solid acrylic legs and twin brass 
beams give an unexpected twist 

to the time-honored dining table. A 
striking vision, the Clara is a stand-
out awaiting the next cocktail hour 
or dinner party to positively shine.



D O P P I O
Striking curves and a vibrant tone 
define the Doppio table. With 
bold brass accents and an ultra-
modern shapely silhouette, the 
Doppio is certain to turn heads.



Discover fascinating forms and modern elements in the Colony collection. The 
Colony table and the Colony Bar are both geometric and expressive, making them 

a special addition to any elaborate gathering.

C O L O N Y  TA B L E



Part of the Thistle collection, the 
Thistle Grande attracts influence 
from nature. With full, plump legs 
and a dense wood composition, 
the Thistle Grande is ripe for 
entertaining.

T H I S T L E





Handsomely carved legs and a 
delicate, dark polished glass top 
defi ne the Lake Point collection. 

As a partner to the Lake Point 
Dining table, the original Lake 

Point table combines innovative, 
shapely contours with thoughtfully 

highlighted accents, adding an 
extra dose of stylish sophistication.

L A K E  P O I N T



T R I B U S
A quiet elegance, the Tribus takes 
prominent place in any interior. 
This nuanced dining table attains 
a modern simplicity that is both 
high-style and entirely unmatched 
in everlasting design.



S C A R L E T T
Two is always better than one. 
Crafted with tight upholstery and 
an oak frame, Scarlett introduces 
a fresh take on the 
quintessential bunk bed -- 
perfect for any kid-friendly space.



T E X T I L E S
In his exemplary textile collection, Christopher Hubbard curates an array 
of extravagant fabrics influenced by the landscapes of our ever-evolving 
world.

From the finest wools of Scotland to the most exquisite mohairs of 
Belgium, Hubbard Textiles transports earth’s most illustrious landmarks to 
design.

With collections characterized by opulent fibers and subtle colorways, 
sophistication and first-class luxury are never out of reach.



01 Payne

ES
TATE

Acres of gardens and broad stone facades mark the Estate collection. 
With a virgin wool, cotton and alpaca composition, Estate is a superior 
textile that feels supple to the touch. Perfect for upholstery, Estate will 
certainly add enduring elegance to any residential space.
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S
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01 Aurora 02 Dune

03 Dusk 04 Dove

05 Storm 06 Raven

07 Mist 08 Ecl ipse

Whether it’s the warmth found wrapped in a blanket or the drizzly 
countryside, Lush depicts the subtle incandescence found throughout a 
cool cottage day. With a snug 100% wool mohair composition, the lavish 
texture acts as the liaison between elevated taste and intimate design.



S
TR
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Fascinated by parallel stripes of archaic minerals booming on a cliff face, 
the Strata collection represents the unwavering fortitude of a united quarry. 
Linear bands of limestone and quartz can be found replicated in the 
textile’s linen, cotton and viscose weave, making it a forceful fabric.

01 Quartz



01 Champaign 02 Logan

03 Union

ELEVATIO
N

Towering mountain ranges and jagged, sculptural cliff sides sparked the 
inspiration for the Elevation collection. Glacial tones of blue and grey 
dominate the three colorways with a refined textured weave, proving the 
elevation collection is unquestionably reaching new heights.



01 Char lemagne 02 Johanna

03 Kander

05 Lucerne

04 Lugano
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06 Geneva

Glistening Swiss lakes and soaring mountain scapes are reflected in the 
Lakeside collection. Hues of deep blue and sea-glass green decorate these 
six comprehensive colorways, effortlessly depicting the whimsy of this 
fabled collection.



01 Polar 02 Teddy

03 Fox 04 Koala

P
O
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H

An elaborately textured weave, the Posh collection is as inviting as it is 
versatile. Designed for both pleasure and durability, Posh’s plush wsurface 
and four neutral colorways make it a superb match for upholstery.
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